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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the differentiability of convex function has been
widely used in the convex optimization and control theory and that there is
satisfaction in discovering a number of mathematical topics extreme
points}rather, strongly exposed points}of noncompact convex sets,
monotone operators, perturbed optimization of real valued functions, and
.differentiability of vector-valued measures that are in fact intertwined
 w x.with differentiability of convex functions see, for instance, 2, 3 . The
Gateaux differentiability of continuous convex functions on locally convex
w xspaces has been recently investigated by the authors in 6 . We will study
the Frechet differentiability of them. The attempt to characterize those
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locally convex spaces in which the continuous convex functions are always
 .generally differentiable s in a dense G subset motivates the terminol-d
ogy ``Asplund property,'' which has been penetratingly studied in Banach
 w x.spaces see, for instance, 2]5 . We will characterize this property in
geometrical terms, such as slices, strongly exposed points, and dentable
sets in locally convex spaces. Among other things, the fundamental results
on this subject are the Mazur theorem, which states that if the Banach
space E is separable then E is a weak Asplund space, and the Asplund
theorem, which states that if the dual space EU of the Banach space E is
separable then E is an Asplund space. We shall extend these results on
locally convex spaces.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .Throughout this paper, let E, t be a locally convex space unless noted
 .otherwise, P s p a family of seminorms on E which generates thel
topology t , and N the set of neighborhoods of O in E. Let EU be the dual
 : Uspace of E and ? , ? the dual operations between E and E . For A ; E,
U .let co A denote the closed convex hull of A in topology t and s A, x s
 U :  U .sup x , x the support function of A. Let b s b E , E be the strongx g A
U  B . .topology on E generated by the family of seminorms p f : B g F ,
where F is the set of bounded subsets of E and
B < : < Up f s sup f , x , f g E . . x g B
DEFINITION 2.1. A convex function f defined on a nonempty convex
open subset D of E is said to be Frechet differentiable at x g D0
X .provided there exists a continuous linear functional f x on E such that0
for any bounded subset B of E and « ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such that
f x q tx y f x .  .0 0 X :sup y f x , x - « .x g B 0t
< < X .whenever 0 - t - d . We call f x the Frechet differential of f at x .0 0
DEFINITION 2.2. A locally convex space E is said to have the Asplund
property provided every continuous convex function defined on a nonempty
open convex subset D of E is Frechet differentiable at each point of some
dense G subset of D.d
If we replace Frechet differentiability the Gateaux differentiability in
Definition 2.2, then we have the notion of a weak Asplund property.
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that f is a continuous con¨ex function on the
open con¨ex subset D of E, then
 .i f is Frechet differentiable at x g D if and only if for e¨ery bounded0
subset B of E and « ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that
< <sup f x q tx q f x y tx y 2 f x - t ? « .  .  . .0 0 0
xgB
< <whene¨er 0 - t - d .
 .ii f if Frechet differentiable at x g D if and only if there exists a0
selection w for the subdifferential map ­ f on D which is t y b continuous at
x .0
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the corresponding properties in
Banach spaces.
3. SLICES AND THE ASPLUND PROPERTY
DEFINITION 3.1. By a slice of a nonempty set C ; E we mean a subset
of C of the form
U  U : US x , C , a s x g C : x , x ) s C , x y a , 4 .  .
where xU g EU and a ) 0. We say that a nonempty subset C of E admits
slices of arbitrarily small diameter if for every « ) 0 and p g P there1
 U .  U .exists a slice S x , C, a of C such that diam S x , C, a - « , wherel
  . 4  .  .diam s sup d x, y : x, y g A and d x, y s p x y y .l l l l
 . U URemark. a If C ; E we can also define a weak slice of C to be a
slice where the defining linear functional comes from E rather than from
UU . UE . For the moment, in fact, we will be working with weak slices.
 .b For a topological vector space E we have the following defini-
tion: A nonempty subset C of E is said to admit slices of arbitrarily small
 U .diameter if for every U g N there exist a slice S x , C, a of C and
 U .  U .x g S x , C, a such that S x , C, a ; U s x q U. It is easy to see thatx
the two definitions are equivalent when E is a locally convex space.
PROPOSITION 3.2. If the Baire locally con¨ex space E has the Asplund
property, then e¨ery nonempty weakU bounded subset of EU admits weakU
slices of arbitrarily small diameter.
Proof. Given a nonempty weakU bounded subset C of EU and letting
 .  .p x s s C, x , then p is a lower semicontinuous convex function defined
 .on E and dom p s E in virtue of boundedness of C. Since E is a Baire
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space p is necessarily continuous. Suppose that there exist « ) 0 and p B
 . U  .such that diam S x, C, a ) « for all weak slices S x, C, a of C, whereB
 B U U . U U 4diam A s sup p x y y : x , y g A . We will show that p is nowhereB
Frechet differentiable. Given x g E, for every n G 1 we have
 . U U  .diam S x, C, «r3n ) « . It follows that there exist x , y g S x, C, «r3nB n n
B U U .with p x y y ) « , that is,n n
« «
U U :  :x , x ) p x y , y , x ) p x y , .  .n n3n 3n
 U U :and x y y , x ) « for some x g B. Thusn n n n
1 1
p x q y x q p x y y x y 2 p x .n n /  /n n
1 1 2«
U U U U :  :  :G x , x q y x q y , x y y x y x q y , x yn n n n n nn n 3n
1 2« «
U U :s y x y y , x y ) .n n nn 3n 3n
Divided through by y1rn, by Proposition 2.3 we infer that p is not
Frechet differentiable at x, a contradiction which completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f be a continuous con¨ex function defined on a
open con¨ex subset D of a Baire locally con¨ex space E. If e¨ery nonempty
weakU bounded subset of EU admits weakU slices of arbitrarily small diame-
ter, then there exists a dense G subset G of D such that ­ f is single-¨ aluedd
and t y b upper semicontinuous at each point of G.
Proof. For every n G 1, let
G s x g D : For every p B , there is a t-neighborhood V of x in Dn
such that diam ­ f V - y1rn . . 4B
We claim that ­ f is single-valued and t y b upper semicontinuous at
each point of G s FG . In fact, given x g G, then for any n G 1 and p B,n
by the definition of G, there exists a t-neighborhood V of x in D, such
 . U U  . U Uthat diam ­ f V - y1rn. Suppose there exist x , y g ­ f x , x y yB
 U U :/ 0, then there exists z / 0 such that x y y , z / 0 and by taking
 . B U U .B s z , we have p x y y ) 0. It follows that
1
U UB0 - p x y y - diam ­ f x - diam ­ f V - y , .  .  .B B n
n s 1, 2, . . . ,
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U  .A contradiction. Let U be a b-neighborhood in E containing ­ f x , then
there exist p B and « ) 0 such that
U s xU g EU : p B xU y ­ f x - « ; U. 4 . .0
For the above p B and some n ) y1r« , there exists a t-neighborhood V
 . U  .of x in D such that diam ­ f V - y1rn , so for all x g ­ f V ,B 0
B U  ..  .p x y ­ f V - y1rn - « , that is, ­ f V ; U ; U. Since D is a0 0
Baire space, we need only show that each of the sets G is open and densen
in D. They are open by their definition, so it remains to show that each Gn
is dense. Let x g D and U be a t-neighborhood of x. By the local
 .boundedness of ­ f , without loss of generality, we can assume that ­ f U is
a b-bounded subset of EU , necessarily weakU bounded. By hypothesis, for
B   . .every p there exists S s S z, ­ f U , a such that diam S - y1rn. IfB
U U  .x g S, then x g ­ f x for some point x g U and x ' x q rz is in U1 1 0 1
 . Ufor sufficiently small r ) 0. We claim that ­ f x ; S. Indeed, if y g0
 .­ f x , then we have0
 U U :  U U :0 F y y x , x y x s r y y x , z0 1
U  U U  U :  . 4which implies that y g S. Since S s x g E : x , z ) s z y a1 f U .
U  . Uis a weak open set containing ­ f x , from the t y w upper semiconti-0
nuity of ­ f , we have a t-neighborhood V of x such that V ; U and0
 .  .  .­ f V ; S . Hence ­ f V ; S. It follows that diam ­ f V - 1rn. This1 B
means that x g G l U, which completes the proof.0 n
From the above propositions and Proposition 2.3, we get the following
characterization of the Asplund property by slices.
THEOREM 3.4. A Baire locally con¨ex space E has the Asplund property if
and only if e¨ery nonempty weakU bounded subset of EU admits weakU slices
of arbitrarily small diameter.
4. DENTABLE SETS AND THE ASPLUND PROPERTY
DEFINITION 4.1. A nonempty subset C of E is called dentable if for
every V g N, there exists a point x in C such that
x f co C R x q V . . .
U UU  .Remark. Let C ; E . When we replace co by co , where co A is the
closed convex hull of A in the weakU topology of EU , we get the
corresponding definition for weakU dentability.
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 .PROPOSITION 4.2. For a nonempty bounded set A, if co A is dentable,
then A is dentable.
Proof. Note that P generates the topology t . We need only show that,
for given « ) 0 and p g P, there exists x g A such thatl
x f co A R B x , « , . .1
 .   . 4  .where B x, « s y g E: p y y x - « . By the dentability of co A ,l l
 .there exists x in co A such that
x f co co A R B x , « . .  . .1
  .  ..  .Let Q s co co A R B x, « , then co A o Q. Since Q is a closed con-1
 .  .vex set, we have A o Q, that is, A R Q / B. If a g A R Q R B x, «1
we would have
a g A R B x , « ; co A R B x , « ; Q .  . .1 1
 .a contradiction, which implies A R Q ; B x, « . For a g A R Q, we infer1
 . Xthat A R B x, 2« ; Q. Indeed, if there exists a g A R Q such that1
 X . Y   X ..A R B a , 2« o Q, then we would have a g A R B a , 2« R Q. Since1 1
X Y  .  Y X.a , a g A R Q ; B x, « , we have p a y a - 2« . On the other hand,1 1
Y  X .  Y X.a f B a , 2« , so p a y a G 2« , a contradiction. Hence, since Q is a1 1
closed convex set, we have
co A R B a, 2« ; Q . .1
for a g A R Q, that is, for a g A R Q,
a f co A R B a, 2« , . .1
which completes the proof.
THEOREM 4.3. A nonempty bounded subset C of E is a dentable set if
and only if C admits slices of arbitrarily small diameter.
Proof. Suppose that C is dentable, then for every U g N there exists
  ..x g C such that a f co C R x q U . By the separation theorem, there
exist xU g EU and a ) 0 such that
U U Ux x ) x x y a ) sup x y : y g co C R x q U . 4 .  .  .  . .
X  U  . 4 U  . XLet a s sup x y : y g C y x x q a , then a G a and
xU x s sup xU y : y g C q a y a X G sup xU y : y g C y a X . 4  4 .  .  .
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 U X.  U X.So x g S x , C, a . For any y g S x , C, a , we have
xU y G sup xU z : z g C y a X s xU x y a 4 .  .  .
U) sup x z : z g co C R x q U 4 .  . .
s sup xU z : z g C R x q U . 4 .  . .
 .  U X.This means that y g x q U and it follows that S x , C, a ; x q U.
 U .Conversely, given U g N, by hypothesis, there exist S x , C, a and x g
 U .  U .  .S x , C, a such that S x , C, a ; x q U. For any y g C R x q U , we
 U .have y f S x , C, a , which implies
C R x q U ; C R S xU , C , a s z g C : xU z F sup xU y y a , .  .  .  . 4y g C
then,
U Uco C R x q U ; z g C : x z F sup x y y a . .  .  . .  4y g C
  ..This says that x f co C R x q U , which complete the proof.
Remark. We can easily get the results, corresponding to Proposition 4.2
and Theorem 4.3, for weakU dentability by replacing dentable sets and
slices by weakU dentable sets and weakU slices, respectively.
From the above Remark and Theorem 3.4, we get the following result.
THEOREM 4.4. A Baire locally con¨ex space E has the Asplund property if
and only if e¨ery nonempty weakU bounded subset of EU is a weakU dentable
set.
5. STRONGLY EXPOSED POINTS AND THE
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ASPLUND PROPERTY
DEFINITION 5.1. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of E. A
 U .point x g C is said to be strongly exposed by x provided there exists
U  U .x / 0 such that x g S x , C, a for all a ) 0, and for every U g N,
 U . Uthere is d ) 0 such that S x , C, a ; x q U whenever 0 - a - d . x is
called a strongly exposing functional.
 . U U URemark. 1 If C ; E , a point x g C is said to be weak strongly
exposed if analogous properties hold, with the exposing functional coming
 UU .from E rather than from E .
 .2 It is easy to see that the above definition is equivalent to the
 U .following statement: x g C is said to be strongly exposed by x provided
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U  U .there exists x / 0 such that x g S x , C, a for all a ) 0, and for every
 U .p g P, lim diam S x , C, a s 0.l a ª 0q l
PROPOSITION 5.2. A point x in a closed con¨ex set C is strongly exposed by
U  .  U :  U .x if and only if for e¨ery net x ; C, x , x ª s C, x implies x ª xl l l
in t-topology.
Proof. Suppose that x g C is strongly exposed by xU. If there exist a
 .net x ; C and a neighborhood x q U of x, where U g N, such that1
 U : U Ux , x ª s C , x s sup x y : y g C .  . .l
but x f x q U, then for this neighborhood x q U, there exists d ) 0 suchl
 U .that S x , C, a ; x q U whenever 0 - a - d , and for any a ) 0 there
exists l such that
U  U :s C , x y x , x - a . l
`` U `` .whenever l l, that is, x g S x , C, a , l l. So we have x g x q U,l l
`` U .  :l l, a contradiction. Conversely, given a net x ; C such that x , xl l
 U .  U :  U .ª s C, x , by hypothesis we have x ª x, then x , x s s C, x . Itl
 U .follows that for every a ) 0, x g S x , C, x . If there is a neighborhood
 U .x q U and a ª 0 such that S x , C, a o x q U, we can select x gl l l
 U .  .S x , C, a R x q U . From the inequalityl
xU x ) s C , xU y a , .  .l l
U  .  U .we have x x ª s C, x , so x ª x, contradicting x f x q U.l l l
From the result, corresponding to Proposition 5.2, for the weakU strongly
exposed point, we can obtain
PROPOSITION 5.3. If a weakU closed con¨ex set C of EU has a weakU
strongly exposed point, then C is a weakU dentable set.
The following property is related to the subdifferentiability of the
Minkowski functional on E. We will leave it unproved since it can directly
w xfollow the proof in 3 .
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose that p is a continuous Minkowski functional
U  .  U U  U :  . 4on E, a point x g C p s x g E : x , x F p x for all x g E is
weakU strongly exposed by x g E if and only if p is Frechet differentiable at x,
X . Uwith p x s x .
From the above discussions, we have the following characterization of
the Asplund property.
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THEOREM 5.5. Let E be a Baire locally con¨ex space, then the following
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 E has the Asplund property;
 .2 E¨ery continuous Minkowski functional on E is Frechet differen-
tiable at each point of some dense G subset of E;d
 . U U U3 E¨ery nonempty weak compact con¨ex subset of E is the weak
closed con¨ex hull of its weakU strongly exposed points;
 . U U U4 E¨ery nonempty weak compact con¨ex subset of E has a weak
strongly exposed point;
 . U U5 E¨ery nonempty weak bounded closed con¨ex subset of E is a
weakU dentable set;
 . U U U6 E¨ery nonempty weak bounded subset of E is a weak dentable
set;
 . U U U7 E¨ery nonempty weak bounded subset of E admits weak slices
of arbitrarily small diameter.
 .  .Proof. 1 ª 2 . This is obvious from the convexity of Minkowski
functionals.
 .  . U2 ª 3 . Suppose that C is a nonempty weak compact convex subset
U  .of E . Without loss of generality, we assume that O g C. Let p s s C, ? ,
 . Uthen p is a Minkowski functional and C p s C. Let D be the weak
closed convex hull of the weakU strongly exposed points of C and suppose
 .  .that D / C. Then there exists x g E such that s D, x - s C, x . Since
C is bounded, both of these convex support functions are continuous and
so there exists a point of Frechet differentiability x of p contained in the0
 .  .open set where the strict inequality holds: s D, x - s C, x . By Propo-0 0
U U X .sition 5.4, x weak strongly exposes C at the point x s p x , and so0 0
 U :  .  . Ux , x s p x s s C, x . But D contains all the weak strongly ex-0 0 0
 U :  .  .posed points of C, therefore, x , x F s D, x - s C, x , a contra-0 0 0
diction.
 .  .3 ª 4 . This is obvious.
 .  . U4 ª 5 . Since E is Baire, weak bounded closed convex sets must be
weakU compact convex sets. By Proposition 5.3, we obtain the desired
result.
UU U .  .  .5 ª 6 . Given a weak bounded subset A of E , then co A is
weakU bounded closed convex. So it is weakU dentable. By the Remark
below Theorem 4.3, we know that A is weakU dentable.
 .  .6 ª 7 . This is the Remark below Theorem 4.3.
 .  .7 ª 1 . This is Theorem 3.4.
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6. THE MAZUR THEOREM IN LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES
In this section, we shall prove that the Mazur theorem for a separable
Banach space, which was a starting point for the theory of differentiability
of convex functions, still holds in separable Baire locally convex spaces by
w xa different method from 6 .
PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose that f is a continuous con¨ex function defined
on a nonempty con¨ex subset D of E. Then the subdifferential map ­ f is a
minimal wU-usco map in D.
Proof. Recall, first, the definition of the wU-usco map: we say that a
EU U  Umap F: E ª 2 is w -usco for weak upper semicontinuous and com-
.pact valued provided it is upper semicontinuous and compact valued in
the weakU topology of EU and a wU-usco map is minimal if it does not
properly contain any other wU-usco map by the inclusion order on their
w x Ugraphs. From the results in 6 on ­ f , we know that ­ f is w -usco. So it
suffices to show that ­ f is minimal. Suppose that there is a wU-usco map T
 .  .on D such that G T ; G ­ f . Note that ­ f is monotone on D. We need
 U . Uonly show that T is maximal monotone in D; that is, if y, y g D = E
satisfies
 U U : Uy y x , y y x G 0 for all x g D , x g T x 1 .  .
U  .then y g T y . If not, by the separation theorem there exists z g E such
 .  U U  U :  U :4 Uthat T y ; z g E : z , z - y , z s W. Since W is w open and
T is weakU upper semicontinuous, there exists a neighborhood U of y in
 .D such that T U ; W. For t ) 0 sufficiently small y q tz g U and
 .  . U  .therefore T y q tz ; W. Applying 1 to any u g T y q tz we get
 U U :  U U :0 F y y u , y y y q tz s yt y y u , z , .
 U :  U : Uwhich implies that u , z G y , z , that is, u is not in W, a contradic-
tion.
THEOREM 6.2. If a Baire locally con¨ex space E is separable, then E has
the weak Asplund property.
 wProof. Our proof is based on the following lemma see, for instance, 3,
x.Lemma 7.14 : Let F be a minimal usco map on the Baire space X with
 .compact values in the Hausdorff space Y, t and let d be a metric on Y.
Suppose that for every nonempty open subset U of X there exists a
 .nonempty open subset V of U such that F V contains relatively open
subsets of arbitrarily small d-diameter. Then there exists a dense Gd
subset G of X such that F is single-valued and d-upper semicontinuous at
each point of G. Suppose that f is a continuous convex function defined
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on a nonempty convex subset D of E. To see that f is Gateaux differen-
tiable on some dense G subset of D, it suffices to show that for eachd
x g D, there exists a neighborhood U of x in D such that f is Gateaux0 0
differentiable on some dense G subset of U. For the above x , by thed 0
local boundedness of f and ­ f , there exists a neighborhood U of x such0
that f and ­ f are bounded on it. By Proposition 6.1, ­ f is a minimal
wU-usco map in U. Note that E is a Baire space and weakU topology is a
Hausdorff topology of EU. We can assume that ­ f is a minimal wU-usco
  . U .map from the Baire space U to the Hausdorff space ­ f U , w . By the
 .   . U .separability of E and the boundedness of ­ f U , we know that ­ f U , w
 .  q.is metrizable. Let y be a dense subset of E and x s a y a g Rn n n n n
such that
< : <sup f U , x F 1. . n
Let
`
U U U U U Uyn < :  : <d x , y s 2 x , x y y , x , x , y g ­ f U , .  . n n
ns1
 .then d is a metric on ­ f U and the topology induced by d is not weaker
than weakU topology. In fact, suppose W is a relative wU-neighborhood of
U  . Ux in ­ f U , then it must contain a w -neighborhood W which has the0 0
form
U < U U : <W s x g ­ f U : x y x , y - « ra , n s 1, 2, . . . , m . 4 .0 0 n n n
It follows
B xU , r s xU g ­ f U : d xU , xU - r ; W ; W , 4 .  .  .0 0 0
where
r s min 2ym« , n s 1, 2, . . . , m . .n
U  .For every open set V ; U and any « ) 0, x g ­ f V , let0
U < U U : <W s x g ­ f V : x y x , x - «r4, n s 1, 2, . . . , m , 4 . 0 n
where 2ym - «r4. Then for any xU , yU g W, we have
`
U U U Uyn < :  : <d x , y s 2 x , x y y , x .  n n
ns1
` `
U U U Uyn yn< : < < : <F 2 x y x , x q 2 x y x , x 0 n 0 n
ns1 ns1
m ` m `« «
yn yn yn ynF 2 q 2 q 2 q 2   4 4ns1 nsmq1 ns1 nsmq1
«
ym- 2 q 2 ? 2 - « .
4
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 . UThis implies that ­ f V contains a relatively weak open subset of
arbitrarily small d-diameter. Therefore ­ f is single-valued on a dense Gd
subset G of U. It follows that f is Gateaux differentiable on G.
7. THE ASPLUND THEOREM IN LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES
In 1968, some 35 years after Mazur's result, Asplund renewed the study
of such a question, making some impressive contributions. Among other
things, the fundamental result is the Asplund theorem for Banach spaces
with separable dual. We shall prove that it is true in locally convex spaces.
THEOREM 7.1. If the dual space EU of a Baire locally con¨ex space E is
separable, then E has the Asplund property.
Proof. By Theorem 5.5, it suffices to show that every continuous
Minkowski functional on E is Frechet differentiable at each point of some
dense G subset of E. To that end, suppose that p is a continuousd
 .  .  .Minkowski functional on E. Note that q x s p x q p yx defines a
continuous seminorm on E and q is Frechet differentiable at x if and only
if p is Frechet differentiable at the two points x and yx; without loss of
generality, we assume that p itself is a seminorm on E. Let E s x g E:0
 . 4 w x  .  .p x s 0 , then by Lemma 4.2 in 6 , p x q E s p x defines a norm on0
 .U  .0 UErE with the dual space ErE s E . Since E is separable, then0 0 0
U . w x  .ErE is also separable. By Asplund's theorem in 1 , ErE , p is an0 0
Asplund space. Thus p is Frechet differentiable in a dense subset of
 .  .ErE . Note p x q E s p x for all x g E; this says that p is densely0 0
Frechet differentiable in E. From the fact that, for a continuous convex
function defined on a nonempty open subset of E, the set of Frechet
differentiable points is automatically a G set, we complete the proof.d
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